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Expansion and Consolidation 
  
  In the time between 600 BCE to 600 CE civilizations in the eastern 

hemisphere gained complexity in their social structure in order to thrive and gain 

power. These societies soon grew into empires where they were ruled under one 

supreme ruler who was referred to as the emperor. The forms of government 

these empires established portrayed political complexity through the multiple 

roles people played in the government. From complex political structures 

emerged classes of educated individuals such as bureaucrats and administrative 

officials. Political aspects and how emperors rule their empires is what 

determines the empire’s power and stability against other powerful empires. A 

common goal for many empires is to expand and imperialize other civilizations. 

This includes the Achaemenid empire, China during the Han and Qin dynasty, 

the Mauryan empire, and the Roman empire that surrounded the Mediterranean 

sea. In order to enforce their power in other places, they had to work on their 

military and make it strong enough to battle or intimidate other groups of people. 

Many emperors expanded their empire through their strong and intimidating 

military, they also had to consolidate this power by encouraging cultural 

uniformity and establishing a centralized government.  

 Emperors spread their power by using their military to enforce their reign 

and imperialize other groups of people. Having access to a strong military 

allowed emperors and imperialize them. This is evident during the reign of Cyrus 

( 558-530 BCE ) who was known for being a great military strategist. He began 

as a minor regional king and launched a rebellion against his overlord and 



brought Iran under his rule. He gained influence and conquered the kingdom of 

Lydia and Babylonia through a series of campaigns. By initiating these 

campaigns he was taking military opportunities that would expand his influence 

and ultimately led him to become a pivotal emperor that through his conquests 

laid the foundation of the Achaemenid empire. Furthermore, another example of 

emperors using military power to expand their power was Han Wudi’s decision to 

fight against the Xiongnu. The Xiongnu were a nomadic group of people that 

posed concern to the Han dynasty due to their strong army. In order to fight this 

threat Han Wudi used power by numbers in his military, making it stronger than 

the Xiongnu, by outnumbering them with a hundred thousand troops at a time. 

They won over the Xiongnu by bringing much of their empire under Chinese rule. 

Thus, by building military strength and tactics emperors were able to imperialize 

other groups of people leading to the expansion of their empire’s power. 

 Emperors gained significant power through imperial expansion and was 

able to consolidate this power by encouraging cultural uniformity and uniting 

people under the same beliefs. Cultural uniformity caused all people to believe 

and follow the same set of rules, ultimately uniting them as an empire, and 

decreasing the risk of rebellions. One example of this is during Ashoka’s reign of 

the Mauryan Empire (268-232 BCE ) when he attempted to unify his Empire 

under one belief by encouraging buddhist beliefs.  He spread his policies 

throughout the empire by carving edicts on pillars which promote buddhist 

values. This also helped him portray himself as a humane and ethical leader 

since his morals are according to buddhist values. By encouraging his subjects to 

follow buddhist values and view him a certain way he is preventing rebellions. His 



subjects are being encouraged to believe the same thing and see him as a good 

leader based on these beliefs, leading to them trusting him with political decisions 

rather than questioning his actions since he is a human and ethical leader. In 

addition, the emperor Theodosius of Rome declared Christianity as the official 

religion of the Roman Empire around the mid fourth century. This led to many 

Christians having important positions in the government. With this power from 

their role in government, these Christians were able to help spread the message 

of Christianity. This constant message of Christianity being drilled into the minds 

of the majority leads to the cultural unification of the empire. Making Christianity 

the official religion of the Roman empire causes many people to follow one set of 

beliefs and put trust into Christian political leaders ultimately preventing the 

frequency of rebellions. Thus, by culturally unifying the people of an empire, 

emperors were able to portray themselves as a good leader based on the religion 

the whole empire believed in and avoid rebellions. 

 Finally, emperors consolidated power over their empire by establishing a 

centralized imperial rule. This is evident with the Qin dynasty during Qin Shi 

Huang's reign ( 221-210 BCE ) when he established a centralized imperial rule 

by having officers of the central government enforce his policies in different parts 

of the empire. This allowed him to maintain his power throughout the empire by 

having his officers keep him informed of what is happening throughout the 

empire. By establishing this form of government he enhanced the unity of China 

by standardizing currencies, laws, weights and measures from different regions 

of the empire. This way he was able  to prevent conflicts between different 

regions over their different economic and legal systems and maintain a unified 



empire, consolidating their power. In addition, during Augustus’s reign of the 

Roman empire (around 27 BCE) he changed the government to have the 

characteristics of centralized imperial rule. Augustus changed the structure of 

military so that the army and generals were loyal rather than each general 

running their separate army. This allowed for unity in the military and less risk of 

conflict between two parts of the army in the Roman Empire which would have 

weakened their power. A strong and united military is vital for an empire to 

consolidate their power so that they are able to defend themselves against 

invaders. Thus, by establishing centralized governments emperors were able to 

enhance the uniformity of their empires through rules made by the emperor that 

everyone was required to follow.  

 In conclusion, multiple empires were able to imperialize and expand their power 

using their military to conquer. They also had to work to consolidate this power 

and did so by using methods such as cultural uniformity and the establishment of 

a centralized imperial rule. This is interesting because countries today follow 

similar tactics to consolidate their power. The United States is known for their 

democracy and liberty, so when presidents preach that they will do good for the 

people and hear their opinions, it grabs people’s attention and likeness towards 

that leader this helps with the president being able to consolidate the power of 

the United states by keeping the trust and unity of the common people.	


